
Quite Rather

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

Lyon considered this prospect _________ ruefully, at the same time that he
thought it deplorable that such charming people should have put themselves
so grossly in the wrong.

1.

Kilmeny's mind was _________ clear now.2.

The tea-bell rang before we were _________ dressed.3.

You may be _________ sure that the old Jew had sound reasons for
buying house property, contrary to the Hebrew law and custom.
4.

She had always been friendly, perhaps even a little forward in her
attentions to him, though he had always paid her _________ scant notice.
5.

Then as I hung back, _________ shyly, I felt myself lifted in my uncle's
arms.
6.

No writer while exercising an abnormal faculty is _________ sane.7.

I think it serves Hal _________ right.8.

It looked _________ odd at present, because they had only fixed the
centre pole, and the canvas hung loosely in the shape of the cap which the
clown had worn last night.

9.

The winter clothes in the more northerly sections are padded garments
that appear, to be sure, _________ clumsy and uncomfortable.
10.

It is _________ true I have my battlefields behind me.11.

She scarcely knew what she was ironing, nor how she answered her
cousin Dorothy's _________ sarcastic observations upon the interesting
conversation which she seemed to have had.

12.

This was my all of lettered intercourse; and it was _________ sufficient for
my necessities.
13.
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Bowing _________ timidly, but with much grace, the girl again advanced
to the center of the stage, and gazed out for a moment over the vast ocean of
faces which stared up at her.

14.

From the moment that I first saw her, sitting in the forest surrounded by
flowers, I have never ceased to think of her night and day, and, although I
love her, I am _________ convinced that she will never care for me.

15.

Mrs. Clinton gently disengaged the hand she had been holding, stood for
a time looking down upon her, fondly but _________ sadly, and crept out of
the room.

16.

But he was not _________ able, the hunter thought; and he said to
himself that he would carry the poor little thing home to his kind wife, that she
might take care of him.

17.

With us the day began long ago, but in the city perhaps they haven't
_________ finished with yesterday.
18.

And so, _________ hesitatingly to be sure, the man started toward the
cliff, with the intention of lifting the screen of vines, and peering behind the
same.

19.

This was _________ enough to frighten two boys like us; for days
afterwards we trembled when people came into the shop, expecting to be
summoned and imprisoned.

20.
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